The emissivity of dark ages halos in the lines of transitions between lowest rotational levels of hydrogen and hydrogen deuteride molecules is analyzed. It is assumed that molecules are excited by CMB quanta and collisions with hydrogen atoms. The physical parameters of halos and number density of molecules are precalculated in assumption that halos are homogeneous top-hat spheres formed from the cosmological density perturbations in the four-component Universe with postPlanck cosmological parameters. The differential brightness temperatures and differential spectral fluxes in the rotational lines of H2-HD molecules are computed for two phenomena: thermal luminescence and resonant scattering of CMB radiation. The results show that expected maximal values of differential brightness temperature of warm halos (TK ∼200-800 K) are at the level of nano Kelvin, are comparable for both phenomena, and are below sensitivity of current radio telescopes of sub-millimeter range. For hot halos (TK ∼2000-5000 K) the thermal emission of H2-ortho molecules dominates and reaches the value in a few micro Kelvins at the frequencies 300-600 GHz, that may be achievable for the next-generation telescopes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Formation of the first luminous objects of our Universe is important topic of current cosmology. It is the generally accepted paradigm that they are formed from the initial small matter density and velocity perturbations generated in the early stages of the evolution of the Universe. The most interesting stages of their early evolution are hidden in the Dark Ages, period between the last scattering of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) at z ≈ 1000 and reionization of the intergalactic medium by early luminous objects at z ≈ 10 [28]. The theories of generation and evolution of cosmological perturbations successfully describe the observed anisotropy of CMB and the large-scale structure of the Universe, which made it possible to establish the values of the base parameters of the cosmological model of the Universe and the ratio of the densities of its main components, baryonic matter, dark matter and dark energy, with sufficient accuracy. The lowest scales of these theories, which are probed by observations, are dozens of Megaparsecs in current astronomical units of length and are essentially larger than expected ones for the first luminous objects, stars, globular clusters or dwarf galaxies. The numerical simulations of the large-scale structure formation at these scales are very complicated and ambiguous because the non-linear dynamical effects in the multicomponent medium, gas-dynamics, molecular chemistry and cooling/heating processes, which become important or even key. The considerable ambiguity of the predictions of theoretical simulations at these scales is due also to the uncertainty of the physical nature of dark matter and dark energy. This supports the importance of analyzing the possibilities of detection of signals from Dark Ages both in the line of 21 cm of atomic hydrogen and in the lines of the first molecules.
The history of theoretical investigations of the possible signal from the Dark Ages in the hyperfine structure line 21 cm of atomic hydrogen is long and reach (see, for example, reviews [1, 11, 17, 30] ). It was predicted that an expected signal at ∼ 100 MHz can be at the level of hundreds -dozens of milliKelvins of brightness temperature [20, 21] . It seems that the long-term efforts of several scientific groups to register such signal from the Dark Ages gave finally the first results: the team of the Experiment to Detect the Global EoR Signature 1 (EDGES) has announced the registration of absorption line 21 cm of atomic hydrogen with the brightness temperature about 0.5 K at z =15-20 [4] . The signal in the molecular lines is expected rather weaker but it can be more informative since it can say about molecular chemistry and physical conditions of excitation of lines. The upper limits for such signal at the level of few milliKelvin have been obtained in a few observations by IRAM 30 m telescope [3] , RATAN-600 [18] and the Odin satellite [27] .
The molecular line signals from the Dark Ages can be observed as emission or absorption ones on the CMB background, that is defined by competition of excitation/de-excitation of levels by the CMB radiation and the local sources of radiation or collisions with particles. So, the local physics conditions in the baryonic matter of Dark Ages can cause the secondary anisotropy of CMB. This mechanism is known as thermal emission/absorption and is like to photo-or thermoluminescence in the solids [7] . The gas clouds or halos which have large peculiar velocity along the line of sight are another source of secondary anisotropy: the resonant scattering of CMB quanta by molecules in the moving halos will cause increasing or decreasing of the brightness temperature of the radiation passed through the halo depending on the direction of peculiar velocity, to or from the terrestrial observer. It was predicted by V. Dubrovich (1977) [8] and possibility of its observation have been studied in [9, 23, 24 , 27] and other papers.
The gas in the halos, which have been virialized at 10 ≤ z ≤ 50, is over-densed and re-heated [25] : the range of matter density is ∼ 10 −21 − 10 −19 kg/m 3 , the range of gas temperature heated adiabatically is ∼ 50 − 800 K, heated by shocks in the processes of violent relaxation to virial temperature is ∼ 10 4 − 10 5 K. Hence, the dark ages halos can be the sources of thermal emission in the molecular lines of the most abundant molecules H 2 and HD. In the paper we estimate the brightness temperature of dark ages halos caused by thermal emission and resonant scattering related with lowest rotational energy levels of these molecules.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe the models of halos, their physical characteristic and chemical composition. In section 3 we describe the computations of the rates of collisional excitations of the lowest five rotational levels of hydrogen molecules by atomic hydrogen and estimate the critical number density of perturbers. The methods of computations of populations and excitation temperatures of these levels are presented in section 4. In section 5 we present the results of computations of opacity, differential brightness temperatures and differential spectral fluxes caused by thermal collisions of hydrogen molecules with hydrogen atoms. In section 6 we compute for the same halos and lines the differential brightness temperatures and fluxes caused by the resonant scattering of the CMB radiation. Conclusions are in section 7.
The table with data for all halos analyzed in the paper, tables with coefficients of interpolations, tables with the main results and animate figures with evolution of opacities and differential brightness temperatures for halos of different mass are presented in the Appendix of the on-line version of the paper.
II. MODELS OF DARK AGES HALOS
We set the physical conditions and chemistry of the halos by modeling the evolution of individual spherical perturbations in the four-component Universe (cold dark matter, baryon matter, dark energy, and thermal relict Table XI in Appendix of the on-line version.
We suppose that halo is spherical and homogeneous (top-hat) with values of matter density, kinetic temperature and the number density of species obtained from the computations of its formation. The mass of each halo M h in the solar mass, its radius in comoving coordinates r h [kpc] and the wave number k [Mpc −1 ] of initial perturbation from which halo is formed, are connected by relations
where z v is the redshift of halo virialization,
They are presented in Table I and XI. The angular sizes of analyzed halos are in the range ∼ 0.06 − 1.25 arcsec (last column of Table I ). In the computations we assume ∆ v = 178, Ω m = 0.3 and h = 0.7. The rest cosmological parameters and parameters of dark energy model are the same as in [25] .
The values of matter density, kinetic temperature of baryon component and radius of halo, presented in Table I, do not change after virialization. The number density of neutral hydrogen atoms (n HI ) is practically unchanged, while the number densities of molecules, protons (n p ) and electrons (n e ) are monotonically changed since molecular reactions continue. Therefore, we present their values in Table I and XI at z v and z = 10, in the computations we use the model values at any z.
III. RATES OF EXCITATION/DE-EXCITATION OF ROTATIONAL LEVELS OF H2 AND HD
In this paper we analyze the possible line emission of molecules H 2 and HD caused by spontaneous transitions between the lowest rotational levels with quantum numbers J = 0, 1, ...5 in the dark ages halos before reionization at z ≥ 10. They can be excited by quanta of CMB, collisions of these molecules with atoms and molecules, and slight light background of first stars at the end of Dark Ages. The data of analyzed molecules and levels 2 are presented in Table II .
The collisional excitations are crucially important since they make a possibility to separate the luminous of ha- at different zv: M is the total mass, C k is the amplitude of initial curvature perturbation (seed of halo), zv is the redshift of virialization, ρm is the matter density virialized halo, TK is kinetic temperature of baryonic gas, nHI is the number density of neutral hydrogen atoms, np, ne are the number densities of protons and electrons, nH 2 and nHD are the number densities of molecules H2 and HD, r h is the radius of halo in comoving coordinates, θ h is the angular radius of geometrically limited halo. as well as the analytical fits of their dependences on temperature which are enough accurate for the temperature range 100-6000 K. We use these fits for the rotational deexcitation rate coefficients of H 2 -para/-ortho by atomic hydrogen for T K ≥ 100 K, for the lower temperatures we use the extrapolation by second-order polynom on the base of nearest three datapoints. The coefficients for fits and extrapolations of collisional deexcitation κ ul of lowest rotational levels of molecules H 2 -para (J = 0, 2, 4) and H 2 -ortho (J = 1, 3, 5) used here are presented in Appendix of the on-line version in Tables XII and XIII accordingly. The collisional excitation rate coefficients κ lu are computed using the well known relation
The dependences of coefficients of collisional rate excitation/de-excitations of three lowest levels of H 2 -para/ortho molecules by atomic hydrogen on temperature are shown in the left panel of Figure 1. We take into account the transition ortho para using ratio n ortho /n para computed in [16] for the temperature range 1 − 10 4 K. The computations of excitation/de-excitation rate of lowest ro-vibrational levels of hydrogen deuteride molecules HD by collisions with hydrogen atoms have been done in [15, 33] . The complete results for the most transitions with ∆J = 1, 2, ... for levels with J = 0, ... 9 and v = 0, 1, 2 are available at the database of VAMDC consortium for the temperature range 100-2080 K with step ∆T K = 20 K. They are well approximated by cubic polynoms in the log-log scale that is shown in the right panel of Figure 1 . The best-fit coefficients are presented in Table XIV in the Appendix of the on-line version. For the temperatures lower 100 K we use the extrapolated values issued by this fit.
The rates of collisional excitation/de-excitation of u−l levels of molecules H 2 and HD (noted as X) are computed as follows
In Figure 2 we show the inverse rates collision and radiative excitations, C −1 , in halos virialized at different z for comparison with actual age of the Universe t U and character time of number densities change of molecules, which is estimated as follows (|d ln n X /dt|)
Here and below U ν ul notes the energy density of CMB radiation at the frequency of transition between levels u and l. One can see that in the dark ages halos for molecules H 2 the rates of collisional excitation/de-excitation by atomic hydrogen are comparable with the rates of radiative excitation/de-excitation by CMB quanta. At the high redshifts they are close to the value of rate of spontaneous transition A ul to the base level (Table II) . For molecules HD in the conditions of dark ages halos the rates of collisional excitation/de-excitation are in few order lower than the radiative ones and the rates of spontaneous transitions (Table II) .
The values presented in Figure 2 also show that for halos formed at z > 30 (T K > 400 K, n H > 10 6 m −3 ) the character times of collisional and radiation excitations/de-excitations of levels 2-5 of H 2 are lower than the age of the Universe and character time of number density change of molecular hydrogen. This means that the population of the rotational levels of molecular hydrogen can be estimated using condition of quasistationarity. Later, at z ≤ 30, when adiabatic temperature of virialized halos is < 400 K the character times of collisional and radiation excitations of levels 2-5 are comparable and higher than the age of the Universe, hence, the condition of quasi-stationarity for populations of rotational levels there can not be used. For molecules HD this condition can be used for dark ages halos practically always.
The presented here data about rates of spontaneous transitions allowed by quantum selection rules and rates of their collisional de-excitations say us about emission properties of halos in general. For any transition between levels u and l, there is a critical number density of perturbers, n cr H , at which the radiating molecule suffers collisions at the rate C ul = A ul . It means that for n H n cr H collisional de-excitations are dominated over spontaneous radiation transitions. In this case the thermal emission in the line vanishes.
One can estimate the critical densities of atomic hydrogen for each level discussed here as n cr H = A ul /κ ul . The results of computations are presented in Figure 3 . The critical densities for lowest rotational levels of molecular hydrogen H 2 and hydrogen deuteride HD are essentially larger than the density of the atomic hydrogen in the halos. It means that the thermal emission in these lines is expected. The problem is to extract it from the CMB background.
IV. POPULATIONS AND EXCITATION TEMPERATURES OF ROTATIONAL LEVELS
Let's consider the 6-levels system and all collision and radiative transition permitted by the quantum selection rules. Since the conditions of quasi-stationarity in the halos virialized at z < 30 are not satisfied for all levels of molecule H 2 the kinetic equations for transitions between levels must be solved. The selection rules for molecule H 2 (electric quadrupole transitions) permit ∆J = ±2 for radiative transitions, for molecule HD (electric dipole transitions) they permit ∆J = ±1, so the kinetic equations for populations of rotational levels for these molecules are different.
In the general case before and after virialization the kinetic equations for populations of rotational levels of H 2 and HD are as follows 
HD :
where X k ≡ n k /n H2 and Y k ≡ n k /n HD are fractions of molecular hydrogen and hydrogen deuteride correspondingly in the state with rotational quantum number J = k,
One equation from system (1) for H 2 can be substituted by simple equation
and one equation from system (2) for HD can be substituted by
after their differentiation with respect to redshift.
We integrate the equations (1)- (4) by the code DDRIV1 together with equations of evolution of temperature and density of all components as well as with kinetic equations of formation/dissociation of molecules in the forming halo [25] We set the initial conditions for eqs.
(1)- (2) assuming that at z ≥ 200 the quasi-stationary condition is satisfied and we solve the system of algebraic equations for H 2 and HD separately. In such way we obtain the evolution of populations of rotational levels, opacities and the line intensities at all stages formation and existence of dark ages halos.
Dark ages halos after virialization have unchanged density, temperature and chemical composition, hence, the conditions of stationarity of level population are satisfied for them. In this case the left parts of eqs. (1)- (2) are zero,
and we have two systems of algebraic equations (1) and (2) which can be solved by standard methods if their last equations, for example, will be substituted by equations (3)-(4) correspondingly. We use for that the subroutine dgesv.f from lapack library. When the populations of rotational levels are computed, we can calculate the excitation temperatures for l − u levels:
They are presented for for l − u levels of molecules H 2 and HD in Tables III and IV accordingly The kinetic temperature of gas in halos and CMB temperature are presented for comparison. One can see that values of T ex − T R > 0, so, the halos are warmer spots in the cosmic microwave background. It must be noted also, that these values are essentially larger for molecules H 2 than for HD. It is because the hydrogen deuteride molecule are asymmetrical, has nonzero electric dipole moment and more effectively interacts with radiation. The data in Table II and in Figure 2 support this explanation.
V. OPACITY AND BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE OF DARK AGES HALOS IN ROTATIONAL LINES OF MOLECULES H2 AND HD
The opacity at the frequency of u − l transition is calculated in the rest frame of the halo as
where α ν ul is the absorption coefficient per unit of length in frequency ν ul , and r h is radius of halo.
The absorption coefficient per unit of length in frequency ν ul is as follows (formulas (2.69) and (2.154) in [22] ):
where n l is the number density of molecules in the lower level l, k B is Boltzmann constant, A ul is the spontaneous transition probability (Einstein coefficient), T ex is excitation temperature for u − l transition, ∆ν L is the width of line at a half-maximum. The last value in the case of the virialized halo can be presented like in the case of turnaround halo [24]):
where T K is kinetic temperature (adiabatic or virial) of gas in halo, m and m A are atomic mass and atomic number of a molecule correspondingly. In the visible center of the spherical homogeneous top-hat halo the optical depth in rotational line ν ul is as follows
where r h is its radius in units of Mpc (the rest values must be in CGS system). The results of computations of τ ul for the lowest rotational levels of molecules H 2 and HD are presented in Tables V and VI accordingly. The opacities in the frequency ν 31 of H 2 -ortho molecule is larger than in the frequency ν 20 of H 2 -para molecule because n ortho /n para ≈ 3 [16] . They decrease with decreasing of z v because the number density of molecules decreases (Table I) as well as the populations of non-base levels of both molecules via decreasing of excitation temperatures (Table III and IV) . The opacity related with the base level of HD molecule is not monotonic function of z v (2nd column of Table  VI ) since its population (n J=0 /n HD ) fast increases with decreasing of excitation temperature.
We note also, that opacities of the dark ages halos in the rotational lines of molecule HD are higher than in the lines of H 2 in spite of the n HD /n H2 ∼ 10 −4 . It has simple explanation: the factor A ul /ν 2 ul in (5) is essentially larger for HD than for H 2 .
We also have analyzed the evolution of opacities of single halos during its formation. The results for the brightest lines of H 2 and HD molecules for halos with mass 
This expression gives us the possibility to understand when thermal emission signal from dark ages halos can be sighted in the cosmic microwave background. For that the additional perturbers are necessary in order
The halos should be dense and extended to have large opacities. The emitting molecules must be abundant and have a large value of ratio of Einstein coefficients to square frequency for excited levels. The maximal value of differential brightness temperature is expected in the case when T ex hν ul /k B and value in brackets in (8) is close to 1.
We use the data from Tables I, XI and II for note that thermal emission of dark ages halos in the low rotational level of molecules H 2 and HD exist but the value of differential brightness temperatures are too low to be detected by current instrumentation. They are larger for halos virialized earlier and vanishes for halos virialized late. We also have analyzed the evolution of differential in Appendix of the on-line version. These figures are combination of logarithmic and normal scales since before the turn around of halos and even some time of the beginning of the collapse the differential brightness temperature are negative since T ex < T R because the adiabatic temperature of gas is lower than CMB temperature, T K < T R . In the case of molecule HD we see the deep lowering of the brightness temperature for transition J = 1 → J = 0, slight decrease for transition J = 2 → J = 1 and its absence for transitions between upper levels before appearance of emission. Their ampli-tudes, however, are too small to discuss the possibility of their observations. Another measure of the halo signal extracted from the cosmic background radiation is the differential energy flux per unit frequency [20] δF ul = 2π c
For the values of differential brightness temperatures presented in Tables VII and VIII One can conclude that so small value of expected molecular hydrogen emission from dark ages halos are caused by low values of adiabatic temperature in them. Really, the virialization temperature of halos can be essentially larger than adiabatic temperature caused by smooth homogeneous collapse [1, 5, 25] . Local inhomogeneities, shock waves, fragmentation and other nonlinear phenomena will enhance the kinetic temperature of gas in halos. Let's estimate the differential brightness temperature of dark ages halos in the rotational lines of hydrogen molecules for higher kinetic temperatures of gas in the virialized halos which had the same history before. We suppose that halos after virialization reach some temperatures T K(vir) > T K(ad) independent on the redshift of virialization. The results for T K(vir) =1000, 2000, 5000 K are presented in Figure 6 . Really, increasing of kinetic temperature of gas in the virialized halos leads to the increasing of their differential brightness temperature in the rotational lines of molecular hydrogen. We see that for para/ortho-hydrogen molecules the effect of temperature is larger than for hydrogen deuteride ones, and the base line of H 2 -ortho is more intensive than H 2 -para. The values of the differential brightness temperatures of hot halos (T K(vir) 2000 K) are comparable with the sensitivity of Planck observatory [28] and expected sensitivity of SKA radio telescope that is being built, δT K. Both, unfortunately, are far from the angular resolution which is necessary to detect individual halos analyzed here. 
VI. RESONANT SCATTERING
The resonant scattering of CMB quanta in the rotational lines of molecules in the dark age halo which has optical depth τ ul and peculiar velocity v p leads to differential brightness temperature [24, 27] 
where θ is the angle between the vector of peculiar velocity and the line of sight of the terrestrial observer. The rms value of peculiar velocity averaged over spherical region with radius R can be estimated if the power spectrum P (k; z) of initial density perturbations is known
where W (x) ≡ 3(sin x − x cos x)/x 3 is the top-hat sphere in Fourier space. We present the V rms ≡ v 2 p 1/2 as function of scale of smoothing R for power spectrum of wCDM model with post-Planck cosmological parameters [28, 29] in Figure 7 . The power spectrum P (k; z) ≡ A s (z)k ns T 2 (k; z) we have normalized by computation of σ 8 = 0.806 for the current epoch using the fitting formula for the transfer function T (k; z) proposed in [10] . We rescaled the amplitude A s (z) for different redshifts using the square of the growth function D(z) in [6] . We compute the absolute values of differential brightness temperature δT b ul and spectral flux δF ul caused by resonant scattering in the same rotational lines of H 2 -para, H 2 -ortho and HD molecules for the same halos. The results are presented in Tables IX-X and Tables  XV-XVI in Appendix of the on-line version of the paper. They show that expected amplitudes of intensities of emission/absorption in the rotational lines of both isomers of molecular hydrogen caused by resonant scattering are by order and more lower than caused by thermal collisions with adiabatically warmed gas in the dark ages halos. And contrary, the amplitudes of halo intensities in the rotational lines of HD molecule caused by resonant scattering are systematically higher than thermal emission intensities. The effect is more noticeable at small redshifts (z ∼ 10 − 15), from where the signal, however, is much weaker.
Signals caused by resonant scattering increases with opacity of halos like thermal ones, but decrease when their kinetic temperature increase. Hence, the warm halos (T K ∼ 400 K) are brighter in the HD rotational lines (ν obs ∼ 85 GHz) caused by resonant scattering, while the hot halos (T K ∼ 2000 K) are brighter in the line of H 2 -ortho (ν obs ∼ 338 GHz) caused by thermal collisions with hydrogen atoms.
Since the peculiar velocities of different halos have a random amplitude and direction, the superposition of these effects gives the rms total amplitude of the differential brightness temperature δT , where angle parenthesis means ensemble averaging.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the emissivity of dark ages halos in the lines of transitions between lowest rotational levels of hydrogen molecules, H 2 -para, H 2 -ortho and HD. It was assumed that halos are homogeneous top-hat spheres formed from the cosmological density perturbations in the four-component Universe with post-Planck cosmological parameters. We have considered the excitation/deexcitation of lowest five rotational levels of hydrogen molecules by cosmic microwave background radiation and thermal collisions with atomic hydrogen. The kinetic equations of level populations have been solved by two independent ways, which give the same final values of differential brightness temperatures of virialized halos caused by thermal collisions. The first one consists in the integration of system of differential kinetic equations of level populations together with system of differential equations of evolution of cosmological perturbations and kinetic equations of formation/destruction of the first molecules. The results of numeric integration, presented in Figures 4-6 and 8-9 in Appendix of the online version, show the dependence of opacities and differential brightness temperatures on redshift from the early stage of halo formation to virialized final stage. The second way of analysis consist in solution of system of algebraic equations of level populations for virialized halos for the lowest five rotational levels of molecules H 2 and HD. These solutions give us a possibility to compute the excitation temperatures of levels, the differential brightness temperatures and fluxes in the lines of transitions between them, which are presented in Tables III-VIII The best-fit coefficients of analytical approximation of the dependences of the collisional deactivation rate coefficients on the kinetic temperature TK by formula lg κ ul (TK ) = 
